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ABSTRACT: Formation of dense monolayers with proven atmospheric stability using
simple fabrication conditions remains a major challenge for potential applications such as
(bio)sensors, solar cells, surfaces for growth of biological cells, and molecular, organic, and
plastic electronics. Here, we demonstrate a single-step modification of organophosphonic
acids (OPA) on 1D and 2D structures using supercritical carbon dioxide (SCCO2) as a
processing medium, with high stability and significantly shorter processing times than those
obtained by the conventional physisorption-chemisorption method (2.5 h vs 48−60 h).The
advantages of this approach in terms of stability and atmospheric resistivity are demonstrated
on various 2D materials, such as indium−tin-oxide (ITO) and 2D Si surfaces. The advantage
of the reported approach on electronic and sensing devices is demonstrated by Si nanowire
field effect transistors (SiNW FETs), which have shown a few orders of magnitude higher
electrical and sensing performances, compared with devices obtained by conventional
approaches. The compatibility of the reported approach with various materials and its simple implementation with a single
reactor makes it easily scalable for various applications.
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■ INTRODUCTION

Organic functionalization of surfaces is a key component of
many emerging device applications that rely on single or a small
group of organic molecules as functional building blocks of
(opto)electronic circuits, solar cells, (bio)sensors, etc.1−10 So
far, the most common organic functionalization on semi-
conductors (e.g., via siloxanes) or metals (e.g., via thiols) have
been limited to solution-processable species. As a result, the
efficiency and/or performance of the consequent devices have
been hindered by several factors, such as water/solvent content
in the surface modification, age of the solution, long time for
completing the modification, the need for postmodification
cleaning, etc.11 A promising candidate that has a potential to
waive many of these restrictions is the organophosphonic acid
(OPA) monolayer.12−14 In comparison with common mono-
layers, such as silanes and thiols, OPA monolayers have a better
surface coverage, no self-polymerization at ambient conditions
and better hydrolytic stability in alkaline conditions.15,16 As a
result, OPA has raised expectation to give rise to robustly

grafted uniform monolayers,17 exhibit superior hydrolytic and
thermal stability than siloxanes, and display better resistance to
mechanical stress, which is important in determining device
lifetime for biosensors,18 molecular,19 and organic elec-
tronics.20,21 On top of these expected advantages, OPA
monolayers can form stable, covalently bound self-assembled
monolayers (SAMs) on various metal oxide surfaces used in
organic electronics20,21 and biosensor applications,22 such as
aluminum oxide (Al2O3),

12,23 mica,24 titanium dioxide
(TiO2),

16,25 indium tin oxide (ITO),26−28 or zinc oxide
(ZnO).29,30

Conventionally, phosphonate molecules are attached to SiO2

or ITO using tethering by aggregation and growth (T-
BAG).17,31 In this T-BAG process, phosphonic acid is initially
weakly physisorbed for 12 h from a solution on the oxide
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substrate, forming a reasonably well-ordered layer. Then the
formed layer is chemically attached by thermal treatment
during which Si−O−P or In−O−P bonds are formed,
respectively. This process usually extends over 48 h17,32 and
the removal of the unreacted phosphonic acid from the surface
is not fully guaranteed.33−35 Recent advancements in the T-
BAG method can reduce the processing time to few hours;
however, it demands very stringent humidity conditions during
the processing.14

For Al2O3
21,36 and TiO2

16,20,37 surfaces, the processing time
for surface modification by the phosphonic acid requires at least
16−24 h. On top of these limitations, both the T-BAG
processing as well as the quality of the resulting modification is
strongly dependent on the environment as well as in the
humidity level.
In this work, we report a one-step supercritical carbon

dioxide (SCCO2) procedure as a cost-effective and environ-
mentally benign processing method38,39 for chemisorption of
highly dense and highly stable OPA monolayer with shorter
processing time - see Figure 1. We demonstrate this approach
on Si surfaces, being a representative material for a wide range
of applications. SCCO2 offers potential advantage over
conventional processes because of its physical properties.39−42

Short processing time as mentioned above for SCCO2 process
is due to high diffusivity of molecules in SCCO2 as compared to
conventional liquid-based methods.43,44 Moreover, the ability
to control the density by varying the pressure and temperature,
makes SCCO2 process highly adaptable to various other
monolayers too.44

In the case of OPA SAM attachment on the silicon surface,
the mechanism of deposition remains same as in the case of
conventional method17,31 but the difference between conven-
tional and SCCO2 process lies in the processing of
physisorbed/chemisorbed OPA molecules. In conventional
method, physisorption takes place first followed by heating to
chemisorb the molecules on the surface. However, in SCCO2
process, both steps, i.e., physisorption and chemisorption are
carried out simultaneously, which significantly decreases the
processing time. In conventional process, during the
physisorption step, apart from ordered, self-assembled mono-
layer of OPA molecules, there are disordered multilayers also
present on the surface due to the longer duration of
physisorption process and also the low transport properties
of the conventional medium.17 After the chemisorption process,

these multilayers are removed using an extensive rinsing
process that is detrimental to the the quality of monolayer
present underneath,17,41 whereas in the case of SCCO2 process,
apart from favorable monolayer deposition conditions, multi-
layer formation is minimized by continuous removal of
unreacted molecules from reactor before they can form
multilayers, the short processing time and high transport
properties of the SCCO2, thus allowing post cleaning of the
monolayer and formation of robust monolayers. The utility of
the SCCO2 technology is further extended to silicon nanowire
field-effect transistors (SiNW FETs), ITO surfaces, and sensing
of volatile organic compounds (VOCs).

■ EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
ODPA, OTS, and PFBpA Grafting by Conventional Solution

Processing. The phosphonate molecules were grafted on 2D silicon
and 1D SiNW FETs using a method called tethering by aggregation
and growth or T-BAG.17,31,45 Piranha-treated 2D wafers and plasma
treated SiNW FET substrates were placed vertically upright in a 1 mM
ODPA solution (below its critical micelle concentration) in
tetrahydrofuran (THF) without stirring, with the aid of a sample
holder. The solution was left to stand until THF evaporated
completely, typically for 12 h. Subsequently, the wafers were heated
in an oven at 140 °C for 48 h under N2, sonicated in 0.5 M K2CO3 in
2:1 ethanol/water (“carbonate rinse”) for 10 min to remove any
ODPA multilayer, sonicated for 5 min in fresh THF, rinsed copiously
in deionized water and finally dried in a stream of dry N2. The
substrates containing the 1D SiNW FETs were successively rinsed in
0.5 M K2CO3 in 2:1 ethanol/water and fresh THF for 5 min each,
washed with deionized water and dried with N2. OTS was deposited
on 2D silicon and 1D SiNW FETs as reported earlier.46 For 2,3,4,5,6-
pentafluorobenzylphosphonic acid (PFBpa) grafting on ITO, cleaned
ITO samples placed vertically in 1 mM solution of PFBpa in THF
solution and allowed to evaporate, depositing physically adsorbed
multilayer of PFBpa on ITO. To chemically adsorb the molecules, we
then heated the sample at 140 °C for 48 h in a N2(g) atmosphere.
Physically adsorbed multilayer of PFBpA samples were washed with 10
min sonication in 5% triethylamine in THF, followed by extensive
rinsing with DI water and drying with N2(g).

ODPA, OTS, and PFBpA Grafting by SCCO2 Approach. The
supercritical fluid (SCF) process was conducted in a system
schematically depicted in Figure 1. A 20 mm I.D. × 140 mm length
stainless steel column was used to house the wafer samples. The
column containing the hydroxyl terminated 2D silicon substrates and
plasma activated SiNW FETs were contacted with a heating coil
coupled with a thermocouple and held at temperature of 140 °C and
exposed to 10 MPa of SCCO2 (pressurized by means of an ISCO

Figure 1. Schematic representation of SCCO2 process.
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syringe pump) at a flow rate of 0.25 mL/min. Five mM of the ODPA
and PFBpA in THF solvent were injected into the CO2 stream
through a six-way chromatography valve (Valco) for respective silicon
and ITO surfaces. For OTS deposition, reactor was kept at 40 °C and
10 MPa, and deposition was carried out using 5 mM solution of OTS
in toluene. Four successive injections (1 mL/injection) of the solution
at 30 min intervals were performed followed by 30 min flushing of
reactor with fresh SCCO2 to remove any physisorbed layer on the
surface. Column was depressurized after the final injection over a
period of 30−45 min.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Understanding the effect of the processing properties as well as
the type of the bond(s) associated with SAM formation is of
critical importance for designing protocols that could be
implemented in practical applications. With this in mind, we
have compared the formation of octadecylphosphonic acid
(ODPA) from phosphonate and octadecyltrichlorosilane
(OTS) on Si/SiO2 surfaces and from 2,3,4,5,6-pentafluor-
obenzylphosphonic acid (PFBpA) on ITO surfaces. The
properties of the resulting films when SCCO2 is deployed as
the processing vehicle were compared to the use of liquid
solvent with the same molecules of interest.
Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) was per-

formed to investigate the changes in chemical bonds at the
silicon oxide interface. Figure 2A, B shows the reflectance
spectra as a function of processing method. Figure 2A-a shows
all of the typical spectral features of a fully protonated
physisorbed phosphonic acid: the stretch mode of the (PO)
at 1235 cm−1, the asymmetric and symmetric stretch modes of
the (PO) at 1078 and 1004 cm−1, and the deformation mode
of the (P−O−H) at 956 cm−1.14,17,47 In the aliphatic region,
(Figure 2B-a) the broad spectral positions of the strong
asymmetric and symmetric stretch modes of the (−CH2−) at
2915 and 2850 cm−1 respectively and asymmetric stretch mode
of the (−CH3) at 2960 cm−1, indicate that the physisorption
step takes advantage of the arrangement of amphiphilic
molecules at the liquid/gas interface.14

The FTIR spectrum in Figure 2A-b shows the resulting IR
spectrum at the end of the conventional process after heating
the physically adsorbed ODPA at 140 °C for 48h and followed
by cleaning. The presence of the (PO) mode at 1250

cm−1rules out the formation of the primarily tridentate bonding
and the absence of the (P−O−H) mode at 956 cm−1 rules out
the monodentate configuration. The formation of a chemical
bond to the surface is evident in the presence of the (Si−O−P)
stretch mode at 1108 cm−1, which can directly support the
bidentate bonding configuration, although the surface is far
from being homogeneous.14 On the other hand, SCCO2
processed ODPA film (Figure 2A-c) shows an additional
weak signal at 1080 cm−1.The specific frequencies, strong mode
at 1108 cm−1 and a weaker shoulder at 1080 cm−1, directly
support the bidentate bonding configuration similar to that
obtained by the conventional method. The presence of the
sharp spectra of symmetric and asymmetric stretch mode of
(−CH2−) at 2918 and 2850 cm−1, respectively, and asymmetric
stretch mode of (−CH3) at 2960 cm−1 (Figure 2B-c, B-b) are
suggestive of the formation of ODPA films.5,17 Furthermore, to
confirm the chemisorption of monolayers, as deposited
monolayers were sonicated in their respective solvent for 5
min to observe any changes in the contact angle and it remains
same for both the SCCO2 and T-BAG monolayers.
In addition to FTIR, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy

(XPS) analysis was also carried out to confirm the presence of
phosphonate heads on the silicon dioxide interface. High
resolution XPS spectra of P 2s of ODPA monolayer on Si/SiO2,
deposited by SCCO2 process and conventional process, are
shown in the Supporting Information, Figure 3S and was
compared with ODPA powder for reference. Peak, at binding
energy of 191.5 eV is attributed to P 2s of phosphonate group
and peak at 184 eV is attributed to silicon plasmon peak, as
shown in the Figure 3S in the Supporting Information and
these peaks are similar to the reported literature.48,49 For
further information, see the Supporting Information, Section
2.2.
Spectroscopic ellipsometry analysis confirmed the presence

of the ODPA molecules on silicon surfaces and yielded average
film thicknesses of 2.6 ± 0.2 nm in the case of the SCCO2
process and 2.4 ± 0.2 nm in the case of the conventional
deposition process.17,19,50 Contact angles at ambient temper-
ature of the ODPA on silicon and PFBpA on ITO were,
respectively, 110 ± 2° and 98 ± 2°in the case of SCCO2
process and 90 ± 2° and 82 ± 2°in the case of the conventional

Figure 2. FTIR spectra for (A) phosphonate and (B) aliphatic region of ODPA (octadecylphosphonic acid) deposited by different processing
approaches: (a) physically adsorbed, (b) conventional process, and (c) SCCO2 process (FTIR spectra were plotted as change in reflectance of
substrate with respect to background (ΔR/R) vs. wavenumber).
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process.19,51 The observation of the higher contact angles in the
SCCO2 case indicate that this processing approach gives a more
organized and dense monolayer compared to that obtained by
the conventional process.
AFM analysis (Figure 3A, A′, B, B′) shows distinct

differences in the surface morphology when different processing
mediums are used. The morphology of ODPA SAM grown by
conventional processes is not uniform and, in general, the
surface features of the films are composed of pinholes with
smeared out topography (Figure 3A, A′). In contrast, the
surface modification prepared by the SCCO2 process revealed
sharper features and small regular domains with a fairly uniform
morphology (Figure 3B, B′) suggesting that the monolayer
assembly is more organized. For the sake of comparison with
more common SAMs, similar differences in morphology are

also observed for OTS modified surfaces in both conventional
and SCCO2 processes−see the Supporting Information, Figure
1S. The differences in the morphologies might be due to the
different transport properties of the conventional and SCCO2

mediums, suggesting that the SCCO2 process may have aided
the nearly vertical and dense packing of the ODPA molecules.41

To further study the quality of ODPA monolayers in both
the conventional and SCCO2 processes, we have investigated
their hydrolytic stability at room temperature with constant
agitation in three different aqueous media containing deionized
water, an acidic (HCl) solution at pH 3, and a basic (NaOH)
solution at pH 11 as a function of immersion time. The samples
were removed from the above solutions after different time
intervals, cleaned copiously with deionized water, dried with
N2(g), and their static water contact angles were measured. The

Figure 3. Tapping mode height (left panel) and phase (right panel) AFM images of the ODPA modification SAMs by (A) conventional (height);
(A′) conventional (phase); (B) SCCO2 (height); and (B′) SCCO2 (phase).

Figure 4. (A) Hydrolytic stability, and (B) acidic and basic stability of ODPA monolayer, deposited from the conventional and SCCO2 process.
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resulting contact angle measurements are shown in Figure 4A,
B. Clearly, for conventional SAMs, a significantly lower stability
is observed compared to the SCCO2 process in all three
aqueous solutions. After prolonged immersion in aqueous
medium, the rate of degradation of ODPA monolayer is ∼8−
10% in the case of the SCCO2 process and ∼30−45% in the
case of the conventional process. SCCO2-made ODPA films are
equally stable in both acidic and basic environments, in contrast
to the films prepared by the conventional process that have
shown greater degradation in acidic pH. Decrease in contact
angle under aqueous conditions is due to hydrolysis of surface
bonds and removal of molecules from surface. As a result, there
is a partial decrease in hydrophobic aliphatic chains on surface
vis a ̀ vis decrease in contact angle. Pin holes present in the
monolayer allows water molecules to reach the surface and
hydrolyze the surface bond. Conventional monolayer with less
uniform coverage and density, showed a larger decrease in
contact angle as compared to denser and more uniform SCCO2
monolayers. Kinetically, it is assumed that the quick initial drop
in contact angle is due to hydrolysis of monolayers in the
pinhole region and afterward attain a stable contact angle as the
remaining monolayer is densely packed, hence cannot be
hydrolyzed. Contact angles measured after 4 months showed a
decrease from 110 to 102° for SCCO2-processed ODPA films
and from 98 to 82° for conventional films. This observation
further confirms the enhanced monolayer density and stability
obtainable by the SCCO2 process.
Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) was carried

out on silicon surfaces covered with native oxide, and with
ODPA and OTS monolayers bound to the surface with
phosphonate (−Si−O−P) and silane (−Si−O−Si−) bonds,
respectively (Figure 5A and 5B). Similar EIS analysis was
carried out on ITO surfaces modified with PFBpA via
phosphonate bond (−In−O−P) and prepared by both
conventional and SCCO2 processes. Both the conventionally
and SCCO2-processed films exhibited significantly higher
electrochemical resistance compared to the bare samples. The
electrochemical resistance for the SCCO2-processed ODPA
SAMs were generally higher than that for the corresponding
conventionally processed ODPA and OTS films, because of the
formation of denser ODPA films by the former process. The
EIS data were further fitted with equivalent circuits as shown in
the Supporting Information, Figure 2S. The resistance for the
ODPA film deposited on silicon dioxide from SCCO2 is 5 and
4 times higher than that obtained from the conventional ODPA

and OTS films deposited from SCCO2 processes on silicon,
respectively. The resistance for the PFBpA deposited on ITO
from SCCO2 is also 2 times higher than the film prepared by
the conventional process (Figure 5B).This observation clearly
indicates that the SCCO2-deposited phosphonate monolayer
has a much lower number of surface defects and is thus of
superior quality to that of the conventionally deposited
phosphonate and silane monolayers for both the substrates.
On the basis of the aforementioned results, the SCCO2

process was implemented on 1D nanostructure and related
electronic devices. More specifically, back-gate FETs based on
well-aligned SiNWs channels52 between source and drain
electrodes were fabricated and subsequently grafted with
ODPA and OTS monolayers from conventional and SCCO2
processes (see Experimental Methods). A schematic illustration
of the ODPA modified SiNW FETs is shown in Figure 6A.
Figure 6B, C demonstrates a comparison between the source-
drain current (Ids) versus back-gate voltage (Vbgs) characteristics
(ranging from +40 to −40 V at source−drain voltage Vds = 1 V)
of SiNW FETs modified with ODPA and OTS using SCCO2
process (blue line), conventional process (green line) and their
respective unmodified devices (blue and green dots). The
measured Ids−Vbgs curves after ODPA and OTS modifications
by both the conventional and SCCO2 processes were shifted to
the left and resulted in a lower threshold (turn on) voltage
(Vth). The modification of SiNWs with the monolayers also
influenced the hole-mobility (μh) and on-current (ION) of the
devices compared to the unmodified (bare) devices. Devices
modified with the SCCO2 process showed superior transistor
performances compared to devices modified with the conven-
tional process and in addition, ODPA showed enhanced
capabilities compared to the OTS.
Based on the Ids−Vbgs characteristics, the fundamental Vth, μh,

ION were calculated for all tested devices (see the Supporting
Information, Section 2.7 for further details). The electrical
parameters of the ODPA and OTS-SiNW FET series from both
the conventional and SCCO2 processes were compared with
the respective unmodified devices. Generally, more significant
shifts in Vth, μh, and ION values were observed for the SCCO2
process compared to the conventional one (Figure 6D, E).
Additionally, all SiNW FETs have shown a decrease in the
threshold voltage (ΔVth < 0) after the attachment of the SAM
(Figure 6F, G) Vth for control (bare) devices were typically
between +22 V to +30 V, whereas SAM-modified devices
consistently exhibited a lower Vth values. Devices modified with

Figure 5. (A) Nyquist plots of the bare silicon oxide, ODPA, OTS (octadecyltrichlorosilane) SAMs deposited on silicon by SCCO2 and
conventional process. (B) Nyquist plots of the bare ITO, PFBpA (2,3,4,5,6-pentafluorobenzylphosphonic acid) SAM deposited on ITO by SCCO2
and conventional process.
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Figure 6. (A) Schematic representation of the ODPA-SiNW FET. Typical Ids−Vbgs curves of: (B) bare and ODPA-SiNW FET, and (C) bare and
OTS-SiNW FETs, using conventional and SCCO2 processes. The transistor parameters (Vth, μh, and ION) are marked in the figure. Changes in (D)
Vth, (E) μh measured for the different ODPA and OTS modifications. The change in the threshold voltage (ΔVth), hole-mobility (Δμh) and on-
current (ΔION) were calculated by subtracting the parameter values measured before and after modification. Ratios of the fundamental electrical
parameters between modified and bare devices due to the different (F) ODPA and (G) OTS modifications. (H) Ids-Vbgs forward and backward
sweeps of bare, SCCO2 ODPA and SCCO2 OTS SiNW FETs. (I) Stability characteristics over 48 h of bare, SCCO2-made ODPA-SiNW FETs and
SCCO2 −made OTS-SiNW FETs. Note: The electrical characterization and analysis were performed on series of ten SCCO2-made ODPA-SiNW
FETs and OTS-SiNW FETs and on nine conventional ODPA-SiNW FETs and OTS-SiNW FET modified SiNW devices.
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Figure 7. Time-dependent responses of conventional and SCCO2 ODPA-SiNW FET sensors as expressed by (A) Vth, (B) μh, and (C) ION on
exposure to cyclohexanone at different concentrations (pa/po = 0.04, 0.08, and 0.12). Changes in (D) Vth, (E) μh of conventional and SCCO2
ODPA-SiNW FET sensors vs cyclohexanone concentration. Changes in (F) Vth, (G) μh, and (H) ION of the sensors upon exposure to various VOCs
at a representative concentration of pa/po = 0.04 (an average of three repetitions for each VOC). DFA results separating between the various VOCs
examined in the study (see the Supportin Information, Table 1S) at different concentrations (pa/po = 0.04, 0.08, 0.12) using (I) seven SCCO2-made
ODPA-SiNW FET sensors and (J) seven ODPA-SiNW FET sensors by the conventional process.
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SCCO2-made ODPA monolayer exhibited the lowest Vth, with
typical values of +12 V, correspond to a ΔVth of −11.5 ± 1.9 V
or 59 ± 8% of the Vth of the respective unmodified (bare)
devices. In comparison, these values were much lower than the
conventional ODPA (ΔVth of −6.9 ± 1.9 V or 82 ± 8%) and
OTS modified devices (−8.0 ± 2.1 V or 72 ± 8% for device
prepared with the SCCO2 process and −4.3 ± 2.1 V or 87 ±
10% for devices prepared with the conventional process).
Because Vth determines the requirements for turning the
transistor on or off, devices with lower Vth require lower
operating voltages and thus are more power efficient.
Some applications require not only a low value of Vth, but

also a precisely controlled value to match other devices in the
circuit. Hence, the ability to adjust the Vth of the device using
the SAM modification process is highly essential. SAM
deposition on the SiNWs has also increased the mobility of
the devices (Δμh > 0). SCCO2-made ODPA devices, for
example, exhibited the largest Δμh shift of 36.3 ± 6.3 cm2/(V
s), which correspond to 235 ± 37% of the μh of the respective
unmodified devices. For comparison, the similar device
prepared by the conventional SAM process has displayed
only 133 ± 22% (more details are shown in Figure 6).
Assuming that the dipole moments and tilt angles are similar
for both conventional and SCCO2 processes, the higher
packing density for the SCCO2-made ODPA monolayer
might explain the higher Vth and μh shifts (see the Supporting
Information, Section 3, for further details). The on-currents
(ION) of the SCCO2-made ODPA-SiNW FETs were higher
than the same device prepared by the conventional SAM
process. The ION ratio for the SCCO2-made SiNW FETs was
considerably higher (281 ± 76%) than the SiNW FETs
prepared by the conventional process (79 ± 27%). Lower ION
values for ODPA-SiNW FETs prepared by the conventional
ODPA process with respect to unmodified devices were also
shown in the literature for pentacene-based organic transistors.
This might be the result of leakage currents through the hybrid
oxide/SAM dielectric.
Figure 6H shows the Ids−Vbgs characteristics, scanned

forward (+40 to −40 V) and backward (−40 to +40 V) of
SiNW FETs modified with ODPA and OTS using SCCO2
process compared to their respective bare devices (prior to
SAM deposition). Typically, the unmodified (bare) SiNW
FETs showed large threshold voltage gap (ΔVH) of about 25 to
30 V between the backward and the forward sweeps. Note:
ΔVH is widely accepted as a measure for the hysteresis, which
originates from trap states on the SiNW native oxide surface.46

This hysteresis (or ΔVH) was reduced drastically to
approximately 4 and 10 V after passivating the device using
the SCCO2 process with ODPA and OTS, respectively. The
Ids−Vbgs characteristics of the SCCO2 ODPA and OTS SiNW
FETs remained highly stable over a period of 48 h as shown in
Figure 6I and also for an overall period of 2 months (not
shown).
The ODPA-SiNW FETs were used for sensing volatile

organic compounds (VOCs), categorized as follows: alkanes
(octane, hexane), alcohols (2-ethylhexanol, ethanol, 1-hexanol),
ethers (tetrahydrofuran), aromatics (mesityelene) and ketones
(cyclohexanone). The sensing responses to a single VOC were
tested by introducing the VOC vapors to the sensors chamber
with a 5 L/min constant flow. An exposure cycle included 15
min of air flow, followed by 15 min VOC vapors flow that was
repeated three times at three successively increasing concen-
trations, from pa/p0 = 0.04 to 0.12 (where pa stands for the

partial pressure of the VOC and po stands for the saturated
vapor pressure at 21 °C). Continuous Ids−Vbgs measurements
were performed before, during, and after exposure to the VOCs
by backward sweeping between +40 and −40 V with 200 mV
steps and at 1 Vds (see the Supporting Information, Section 2.7
for further details). As an illustrative example, time-dependent
sensing parameters, for sensor response are shown in Figure
7A−C upon exposure of the SiNW FETs to cyclohexanone at
different concentrations. The Vth response of both ODPA
modified SiNW FET sensors were rapid, fully reversible, and
sensitive to a wide range of concentrations. SCCO2-made
ODPA-SiNW FET sensor showed greater Vth responses to
cyclohexanone (e.g., −7.3 ± 0.5 V for pa/po = 0.04, where pa
stands for the partial pressure of the VOC and po stands for the
saturated vapor pressure at 21 °C) than the ODPA-SiNW FET
sensor prepared by the conventional process (−4.6 ± 0.4 V for
the same concentration). As presented in Figure 7B, the
changes in μh of the SiNW FET sensors due to cyclohexanone
exposure were positive. Despite the slight increase in the
baseline and noise level, the μh responses of the sensors were
also significant and rapid (within less than 30 s). Again,
SCCO2-made ODPA-SiNW FET sensor showed larger
response (e.g., 4.8 ± 0.3 cm2/(V s) for pa/po = 0.04) than
the ODPA-SiNW FET sensor prepared by the conventional
process (3.9 ± 0.3 cm2/(V s) for the same concentration), yet
not as substantial difference as for the Vth responses.
To evaluate the sensor sensitivity, Vth and μh responses were

plotted versus cyclohexanone concentration as presented in
Figure 7D, F, respectively. Our analysis suggests that Vth of the
SCCO2-made ODPA-SiNW FET sensor is 4 to 5 times more
sensitive to variations in VOC concentrations than the ODPA-
SiNW FET sensors prepared by the conventional process
(represented by the sharper slope of the curve in Figure 7D).
The slope of Δμh of the SCCO2-made ODPA-SiNW FET
sensor was found to be only 1.5 to 2 times larger than the
conventional ODPA sensor. Each ODPA modified sensor has
shown responses to a wide variety of VOCs as depicted in
Figure 7D−F. Assuming that the dipole moments and tilt
angles are similar for both conventional and SCCO2 processes,
the higher packing density for the SCCO2 ODPA monolayer
might act as response amplification factor and thus explain the
higher Vth response to the various VOCs (see the Supporting
Information, Section 4, for further details). An increase of Δμh
upon exposure to VOCs was also reported previously for silane-
terminated SiNW26,46,53−55 and InAs NW FET-based gas
sensors.56 The increase in Δμh was attributed to a decrease in
the density of the negatively charged surface states upon the
adsorption of the VOCs.53 Moreover, it has been proven that
eliminating the trap groups, such as hydroxyl groups (OH),
decreased the hysteresis effect and improved the sensing
properties.46 Therefore, the dependence of the Δμh response
on the conventional and SCCO2 processes might be due to the
monolayer coverage and packing density of the monolayers as
shown in AFM and EIS studies. The ION responses plotted in
Figure 7H were not significant (less than 1% of the baseline
current measured under dry air flow) and a clear trend cannot
be established. Similar trends are also observed for other
molecularly modified VOC sensors as shown in the literature.26

To demonstrate the effect of the reported process on the
sensing capabilities of the SiNW FETs, we have evaluated the
overall discriminative power of the ODPA-SiNW FET sensors
prepared by both the conventional and SCCO2 processes. For
this end, predictive models were built for the SCCO2 and
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conventional sensor arrays, using discriminant function analysis,
DFA (see the Supporting Information, Section 2.8, for further
details). Eight VOCs (see the Supporting Information, Table
1S), with three repetitions for each concentration (pa/po = 0.04,
0.08, and 0.12) were used in the analysis. For this purpose, we
have acquired the three independent FET sensing character-
istics (ΔVth, Δμh, and ΔION) per sensor as DFA input features.
The corresponding classification accuracy of the DFA models
were derived by leave-one-out cross validation. As shown in
Figure 7I and 7J the SCCO2-made ODPA-SiNW FETs sensor
array provided better classification accuracy (= 93%) than the
classification with ODPA-SiNW FET sensors array prepared by
the conventional process (= 81%). Despite the large variation
in VOC concentrations, the DFA plot obtained from the
SCCO2-made ODPA-SiNW FET sensors array showed tight
clusters for each VOC and a clear separation between them
(see the Supporting Information, Section 5, for further details).

■ SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
This study presents a single-step SCCO2 approach for
modifying silicon and ITO surfaces with phosphonic acids
that requires much shorter processing time as opposed to the
physisorption-chemisorption method that is widely used today
(2.5 h vs 48−60 h). The SCCO2 processed monolayers exhibit
superior ordering and higher packing density than those
obtained by conventional solution processing. We have further
shown that the SCCO2 process can be extended to
modification of SiNW FETs electrical devices and sensors as
well as to ITO substrates. In all cases, surface modification via
the SCCO2

40,57 approach has shown completely higher
performances than equivalent devices that are prepared by
the conventional SAM approaches. The SCCO2 modification
process is a clean and environmentally benign process when
compared to the conventional methods using liquid solvents.
Furthermore, the entire process can be done in a single reactor,
making it easily scalable. The universal appeal of this process
can result in adaptation of the large, existent body of work in
supercritical fluid deposition to the area of silicon and other 1D
and 2D surface modifications. Further development of
nanostructured materials and the ever-present demand toward
further miniaturization will spur research activity in this area
leading to the development of commercially attractive
processes and protocols.
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